Droids D6 / MerenData A4 laboratory as
Type: MerenData A4 laboratory assistant droid
Dexterity: 1D
Knowledge: 1D
Alien Species 2D
Mechanical: 1D
Bacta Tank operation 3D
Perception: 1D
Injury/Ailment Diagnosis 4D
Strength: 1D
Technical: 1D
First Aid 5D, Medicine 4D, Medicine (Prosthetic
replacements) 8D *
Equipped with:
Humanoid Body (two arms, two legs, head)
Two visual and two auditory sensors - human range
Vocabulator speech system
Medical Diagnosis Computer
Analytical Computer
Medical Equipment
*: Every time an A4 uses it's medicine skill, it must roll a D6, on
a 1-3 it will act normally, on a 4-6 it will recommend that the
effected area is replaced.
Move: 8
Size: 1.74 meters
Cost: 700 (used)
Description: The A4 laboratory assistant droid was a model of medical droid manufactured by
MerenData, modified from their EV-series supervisor droid. It specialized in cybernetics, prostheses, and
other types of implants. EV-A4-D, the doctor of General Grievous, was an A4 laboratory assistant droid.
A first-degree droid, the A4 laboratory assistant droid[1] was a model of medical droid modified from the
EV-series supervisor droid. An extremely efficient model, the A4-series specialized in cybernetic
prosthetics and other biomechanical implants and served as surgical aids for cybernetic implant
prodedures. Though equipped with heuristic processors, they were not programmed for decision making.
Manufactured by MerenData, the A4 laboratory assistant droid proved so good at its tasks that hospitals
upgraded them from surgical assistants to chief surgical droids. When placed in their new roles, the

droids did not object and when about their jobs. However, as they evaluated their new roles, the A4series concluded that biological parts were inferior to cybernetic implants. As a result, patients across the
galaxy awoke from surgery with healthy appendages unnecessarily replaced with prostheses. The A4series was quickly identified as the culprits, and the Galactic Senate banned its further sale and ordered
all existing units destroyed, giving it the dubious distinction of being one of the only medical droid models
outlawed by the body. Despite this, MerenData never issued a formal recall, leaving many A4 owners
ignorant of the edict and of the potential danger of the giving them decision-making responsibility and
allowing them to continue serving throughout the galaxy.
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